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This book brings together diverse perspectives from the
newest generation of scholars from Canada and China to
better understand China in the 21st century. It examines
China's socio-political structure, its particular
relationship with Canada, and interaction with the
international community; and discusses how to overcome
the ideological differences between the two countries to
establish positive and sustainable Canada-China bilateral
relations for the future. Importantly, the perspectives are
from young authors, with a different relationship to China
(and Canada) than more established authors. This
compilation helps breathe new life into the study of SinoCanada relations from both countries, and to reassess and
re-frame issues related to China in the 21st century.
Jammu and Kashmir is one of the top states of India
which is enriched with natural beauty so rich that it
attracts candidates throughout the country to work in its
territory. Having a good general knowledge about this
state is highly beneficial for those appearing for its Civil
Services Exam and other state level exams. Know Your
State – Jammu and Kashmir lets you learn about the
History, Geography, Polity, Economy, Art and Culture,
Center and Government Welfare Schemes, and Current
Affairs of this Northernmost Indian state. It has been
revised carefully to provide the invaluable source of
knowledge to help in exams. It is housed with an ample
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amount of more than 1100 multiple choice type questions
to have a solid practice for your preparation. Written in a
comprehensive manner and based on the latest syllabus of
Jammu and Kashmir Civil Services Exam, it is a perfect
reference book to help you perform better in your exam.
TOC Jammu and Kashmir: Basic Information, Ancient
History of Jammu and Kashmir, Medieval History of
Jammu and Kashmir, Modern History of Jammu and
Kashmir, Physiography of Jammu and Kashmir, Climate
of Jammu and Kashmir, Drainage System of Jammu and
Kashmir, Soils and Minerals of Jammu and Kashmir,
Forests of Jammu and Kashmir, National Parks and
Wildlife Sanctuaries, Agriculture and Irrigation in Jammu
and Kashmir, Animal Husbandry of Jammu and Kashmir,
Industries of Jammu and Kashmir, Energy Sources of
Jammu and Kashmir, Transport and Communication of
Jammu and Kashmir, Tourism Profile of Jammu and
Kashmir, Jammu and Kashmir: Constitution, Jammu and
Kashmir Executive, Jammu and Kashmir Legislature,
Jammu and Kashmir Judiciary, Jammu and Kashmir:
Panchayati Raj, District Profile of Jammu and Kashmir,
Language and Literature of Jammu and Kashmir, Art and
Crafts of Jammu and Kashmir, Folk Music and Dance of
Jammu and Kashmir, Fairs and Festivals of Jammu and
Kashmir, Education and Health Scenario in Jammu and
Kashmir, Tribes and Tribal Population of Jammu and
Kashmir, Sports of Jammu and Kashmir, Awards and
Honors of Jammu and Kashmir, Historical and Political
Personalities of Jammu and Kashmir, Demographic
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Profile of Jammu and Kashmir, Current Affairs
Major General Arjun Ray Is What In Army Parlance, Is
Called A 'Thinking Soldier', And In His Book, First By A
Serving Officer, Trudges A Thin Line Between Classified
Information And Subtle Dissent. You Have To Read
Between The Lines' . India Today Major General Arjun
Ray'S Book Was A Big Media Event. Never Before Had A
Serving General Written A First-Hand Account Of A
Current Sensitive Military Campaign In Jammu &
Kashmir. Sunday Major General Ray Has Drawn
Attention To The Four Core Issues: That The People Of
Kashmir Are The Centre Of Gravity, Not The Militants;
Low Intensity Conflict Encompasses A Three-Dimensional
Thrust-The Government, The People And The Security
Forces; In Militancy Who Is Right And Who Is Wrong Is
Irrelevant And Ultimately What Matters Is How The
People Perceive Something To Be Right Or Wrong. Indian
Express
Women, who constitute almost half of the world’s
population, perform nearly two thirds of all working
hours, receives one tenth of world’s income and own less
than 1 percent of world’s property are identified as most
vulnerable subaltern group. The subordinate status of
women as second fiddle to their male counterpart has
been legitimized in the psycho-socio-economic-cultural
domain/tradition. Women, cutting across caste, class,
wellbeing and culture are denied of their own
ontology/autonomy, being and becoming, a clear image or
self esteem. Back home, in India the position of women in
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just as an image of domestic doulas, a prisoner of the
comfortable concentration camp. The Indian women
suffer from lack of self and space, disempowerment,
disprivilege, disadvantage, sexist discrimination, gender
inequality, invisibility, asymmetries and marginalization.
Despite of the principles of gender equality being
enshrined in our constitution and despite the state being
empowered to adopt measure of positive discrimination in
favour of women, still in India they continue to bear the
brunt of societal discrimination. It we look at any
development parameters say it is health, education,
employment, mortality rate; we find the women in India
are on very weak footing. The low social status of women
in India is clearly visible from global Human
Development Index, which ranks India as 118 among 177
nations on gender equality. To address the issue of gender
inequality and for attainment of a gender just society,
‘empowerment of women’ appeared to be significant
social and political developments of 20th century, marked
a turning point in the history of unequal gender relations,
paving the way for a major civilizational transformation.
Today, in 21st century the concept of empowerment of
women has become central to every development received
wide acclamation in the 4th World conference on women
held in Beijing in 1995, which observed that “women
empowerment and their full participation on the basis of
equality in all spheres of society, including participation
in the decision making process and access to power, are
fundamental for the advancement of equality, development
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and peace.” However, the campaign for women
empowerment became foremost feminist agenda since mid
1980s. The concept of ‘women empowerment’, as looked
by Prof. Amartya Sen, is a process by which a woman is
ensured with access and choice. It is a process of
equipping the women with power, opportunities to assert
for her rights and identity in the society. It is against the
practice of segregation and subjugation of women and
makes an advocacy or the integration of women and
identity formation by the women in the local, national and
the global forum. However, the entire process of women’s
journey from endowment to empowerment, the picture
looks quite gloomy, as if their century’s long struggle
finds them in whithertheir position. To achieve genuine
empowerment, women of India have to swim upstream so
as to be able to defeat the traditional forces of logo
centrism of the norm-based society. This edited volume is
concerned with issues pertaining to gender inequality and
women empowerment. One of the most urgent challenges
now facing human kind is to halt and reverse the growing
deterioration in the gender relations that has augmented
social disharmony and imbalances. Every country, large
and small irrespective of its richness and culture is
confronted with this basic human question of gender
equality and gender justice. With the emergence of
globalization, with free market economy, gender issues
effecting status of women and their empowerment
question has taken a changed dimension attracting
research concern and scholarly attention. Since many
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issues and current developments concerning status of
women are now in the history of gender relations, more
research is needed to unfold the myth and reality. This
edited volume, aims at and ready to tell how women
empowerment has reached to its present state. This
volume also examines the rapid changes in gender
relations since the 4th International conference on women
at Beijing in 1995 and defines the important shifts in the
domain of gender equality and women’s empowerment.
Even in India, the elite patriarch monopolizing state
power, once considered the driving force for gender
equality are moving away from their commitment, which
was very much proved with the defeat of the women
reservation bill in the Parliament. This exposes the
approach of grand Indian political patriarch to the whole
question of gender equality and women empowerment
leaving the space for civil society to intervene and act
towards its defence. In this volume, attempt has been
made to include and accommodate various issue and
dimensions of gender relations, gender inequality and
gender gap, national and international initiative to
address growing societal insensitiveness towards the
women, the changing realities pertaining gender equality
and women empowerment impacting their present status.
This volume, however sought response to some
fundamental question on the issue such as, Do women
adequately figure in the development retaining their
identity? Have the women came out of the cultural and
environmental constraints to take effective roles in public
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domain. At this backdrop the editors hope that this volume
through empirical findings and theoretical insights of
different authors/ contributors may provide answers to
some aspects of these questions.
Exposing the Myth behind the Narrative
Kashmir : The Unending Tragedy
My Reflections
Islamic Marketing
Narratives, Geographies, and the Historical Imagination
Whither Women: A Shift from Endowment to
Empowerment
Kashmir, burdened with an unending
humanitarian tragedy and rampant violence,
craves for a peaceful settlement. Its reality is
the Elephant in the room, with India
pretending to sleep. As the country hosts
empowerment symposiums, the Valley awaits
a political dialogue to take off. The place once
considered as a paradise on Earth, is now
reduced to being a region fraught with
terrorism, hatemongering and blatant human
rights abuse. This timely book opens a window
into ground realities that most of us are
unaware of.
Dal Lake is presently one of the most burning
environmental issues in Indian-administered
Kashmir. The lake is dying an untimely death
due to increasing pollution, while its open area
has reduced tremendously over the years. In
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order to save the lake from further
deterioration, there is a dire need to generate
awareness among masses regarding its
conservation. Here comes into picture role of
media, which can inform people about various
measures regarding Dal Lake conservation.
One of the finest examples of media's role in
generating environmental awareness is the
regional English newspaper Greater Kashmir's
Save Dal Campaign. The study was carried out
to explore the position of the Save Dal
Campaign in broader picture of Advocacy
Journalism. It was observed that Greater
Kashmir has strongly highlighted the cause of
Dal Lake, which is evident from the amount
and consistency of coverage it has given to
the issue. The publication has also been trying
its best to generate awareness among masses
about the issue, which can be gauged from
the number and frequency of readers'
responses to the campaign.
This Book Is A Collection Of Valuable Articles
Written By Eminent Scholars Belonging To
Various Religioous Denominatins, And
Researchers And Teachers Of Islamic Studies.
The Book Is Also Mean To Cater The
Requirements Of The Students Of
Comparative Religions And Islamology.
A pioneering and comprehensive study of the
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historical imagination in Kashmir, this book
explores the conversations between the ideas
of Kashmir and the ideas of history taking
place within Kashmir’s multilingual historical
tradition. Analysing the deep linkages among
Sanskrit, Persian, and Kashmiri narratives,
Kashmir’s Contested Pasts contends that
these traditions drew on and influenced each
other to imagine Kashmir as far more than
simply an unsettled territory or a tourist
paradise. By offering a historically grounded
reflection on the memories, narrative
practices, and institutional contexts that have
informed, and continue to inform, imaginings
of Kashmir and its past, the book suggests
new ways of understanding the debates over
history, territory, identity, and sovereignty
that shape contemporary South Asia.
Changes, Challenges, and Perspectives
Syed Ali Geelani and the Struggle for Freedom
in Kashmir
Graphic Narratives about South Asia and
South Asian America
Kashmir’s Contested Pasts
Psychology of Militancy
Random Thoughts
This is a story of a Kashmiri Woman's Struggle for
Empowerment. In it the author weaves the social, economic,
political and religious fabric in a beautiful way and provides
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insights of how our past is affecting our current trends.
The book covers the interesting extracts from the authors
publications, write ups in dailies, FB posts, blogs etc,
coverinng a period of over three decades.
This book analyzes the current Islamic marketing
environment. Since the Muslim world is extremely diverse in
terms of economic development, customs and traditions
and political and legal systems, it is vital for companies and
marketers to analyze the environment before attempting to
address these markets. The author emphasizes that it is
ineffectual to elaborate the distribution and promotion
strategies if the market does not exist in terms of purchasing
power or demographics, if potential consumers do not
believe that products and services answer their needs and
demands or if there are political and legal barriers to
companies wanting to enter these markets. The book offers
detailed insights into the economic, socio-cultural, and
politico-legal environment in the Muslim world, which are
essential for marketers to understand and form the
foundations of effective marketing strategies.
This book traces the roots of modern-day Kashmir and the
role of Sheikh Abdullah in its making. As the most influential
political figurehead in twentieth-century Kashmir, he played
a crucial role in its transformation from a kingdom to a state
in independent India. He was enigmatic and complex, to say
the least. Following his meteoric rise, he dominated the
political scene for more than 50 years, with enduring
impact. The volume presents a keen analysis of preIndependence events which led to the emergence of a
controversial and confused identity of the region. It also
looks at other major themes in the political life of Kashmir,
including the formation of the Muslim Conference, the
plebiscite movement and the Kashmir Accord. A major
intervention in the political life of South Asia, this book
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presents an inside-view of the history of modern Kashmir
through the life and times of Sheikh Abdullah. It will be of
great interest to scholars and researchers of politics, history,
and modern South Asia.
Paradise on Fire
Flower Garden
Terrorism Worldwide, 2017
Sheikh Abdullah and the Politics of the State
The Occupied Clinic
Know Your State Jammu and Kashmir
Many disenchanted Kashmiris continue to demand
independence or freedom from India. Written by a leading
authority on Kashmir’s troubled past, this book revisits the
topic of independence for the region (also known as Jammu
and Kashmir, or J&K), and explores exactly why this
aspiration has never been fulfilled. In a rare India-Pakistan
agreement, they concur that neither J&K, nor any part of it,
can be independent. Charting a complex history and intense
geo-political rivalry from Maharaja Hari Singh’s leadership in
the mid-1920s to the present, this book offers an essential
insight into the disputes that have shaped the region. As
tensions continue to rise following government-imposed
COVID-19 lockdowns, Snedden asks a vital question: what
might independence look like and just how realistic is this
aspiration?
In the ever-changing information environment of the early
twenty-first century, citizens and journalists alike are eagerly
adapting to new technologies, and India is no different. The
country’s communication revolution in the post-liberalization
era has led to one of the largest media markets in the world.
Further, changes in media ownerships and the blending of
news with opinions have impacted established practices of
reporting. Given the breadth and scope of India’s media,
there is little meaningful literature available about journalism
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practised in the country today. Indian Journalism in a New
Era brings together informative and critical contributions
about contemporary Indian journalism from twenty-one Indian
and global scholars and journalists. The book is divided into
four different sections, each addressing one relevant aspect:
history and evolving changes; social media and e-journalism;
marginalization; and pedagogy, ethics, and public sphere.
The contributors address issues like changes in journalism
practices, socio-economic conditions of the Indian state, and
minority politics. Holistically, the volume focuses on the ways
to approach and analyse the enormity and scope in Indian
journalism, media technology, and global relations.
New media forums have created a unique opportunity for
citizens to participate in a variety of social and political
contexts. As new social technologies are being utilized in a
variety of ways, the public is able to interact more effectively
in activities within their communities. The Handbook of
Research on Citizen Engagement and Public Participation in
the Era of New Media addresses opportunities and
challenges in the theory and practice of public involvement in
social media. Highlighting various communication modes and
best practices being utilized in citizen-involvement activities,
this book is a critical reference source for professionals,
consultants, university teachers, practitioners, community
organizers, government administrators, citizens, and activists.
This book explores the field of Comics Studies in South Asia,
illuminating an art form in which there has been a muchdocumented explosion of recent interest. A diverse group of
scholars from Asia, Europe, and North America examine
aesthetics, politics, and ideology in sequential art about South
Asia and South Asian America. The book features
contributions which address gender violence; authoritarian
politics; caste discrimination; environmentalism; racism; and
urban street art, amongst others. The unique interdisciplinary
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span of the volume considers mass popular comic books as
well as the graphic novel. This edited volume would be of
interest to those studying the influence of graphic novels,
graphic narratives, and comic books in South Asia, as well as
researchers interested in what these forms might have to say
about important issues in society. This book was originally
published as a special issue of the South Asian Review
journal.
The Untold Story
Independent Kashmir
Kashmir First The Kashmir Story A Collection Of
Commentaries Politics & History Vol. I A Collection Of
Commentaries Environment & Tourism
Kashmir
Intelligence Gathering, Analysis and Investigations, Third
Edition
Terrorism and Organized Hate Crime

Advocacy Journalism: A Study of Greater Kashmir's Save
Dal CampaignLAP Lambert Academic Publishing
The book forming Part I, covers various write-ups on
current events etc. that appeared in various dailies, my blog
and papers presented in various forums till 2015. This will be
followed by Part II and Part III covering the periods
thereafter.
When turmoil broke in Kashmir in 1989 so much happened
there- an explosive uprising, rule of gun on the streets,
exodus of Kashmiri Pandits and conversion of Kashmir into
a ‘beautiful prison’. ‘Whiteman in dark’ is a memoir
of a female doctor trained in Kashmir during the peak years
of turmoil. The pain of spine-breaking crackdowns,
unending curfews, violent protests and prolonged sieges is
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described in the setting of ‘Downtown’ Srinagar
adjoining the area of Kohimaran where Muslims, Hindus,
and Sikhs would converge and bow together. Besides an indepth account of the effect of turmoil on the lives of medical
students, medical education and healthcare the memoir
describes how doctors were ‘churned out in adverse
circumstances’. After militancy was curbed, the lull and
calmness seen as signs of peace returning-was a temporary
fatigue, with people flooding the streets again in 2008,2009
and 2010.This time the weapon was a ‘stone’ and not a
gun. Same story happened,...Curfew returned, disorder
prevailed and Kashmiri again was the target. Today became
another yesterday. The memoir is meant to touch the
heartstrings of all sensitive beings who believe in peace. It is
first memoir by a Kashmiri female and first one by a doctor.
This book operates from the premise that linguistic identities
are important because they make sense to people, are
meaningful, and have an impact on the thinking and
behaviour of individuals and groups, both overtly and
covertly. The framework outlined here synthesises key works
on linguistic identity and draws together insights from a
range of disciplines, such as sociolinguistics, linguistic
anthropology, discourse analysis, cognitive sciences, and
social psychology. It investigates linguistic assertions of
community identity in the multilingual context of the
Kashmir region in India, by studying the dimensions of
changing language roles and linguistic practices in relation to
the process of creating and maintaining new linguistic
identities under different circumstances. It examines the
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nature of changing language roles as a combination of
several linguistic and extra-linguistic factors, which include
script uncertainty, interlingual diglossia, language attrition,
language policies of the state, collective attitudes towards
language(s), corresponding speech communities,
intergenerational transmission, and instrumental orientation,
among others. It demonstrates that changes in role are
principally motivated by various factors, which may lead to
the demise of the distinct symbol and roots of the Kashmiri
linguistic-cultural identity in favour of the non-native code,
Urdu, which could emerge as the primary linguistic identity
in the near future.
Posh-i-Chaman
Advocacy Journalism: A Study of Greater Kashmir's Save
Dal Campaign
A Kashmiri Woman's Struggle for Empowerment
(1925-2008)
Business Leaders of Kashmir
Educational Developments in South Kashmir Since Indian
Independence
A Critical Study
The advent of Islam in medieval Kashmir gave birth to a
narrative that describes forcible mass conversion of
Hindus, eviction of local people and wanton demolition of
religious symbols. A minority of Kashmiri Brahmans and
their progeny who did not convert to Islam built and
successfully perpetuated this narrative over the
centuries. Following the eruption of armed insurgency in
Kashmir and mass migration of Kashmiri Pandits in
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1990, this community narrative has turned into the Indian
mainstream view on Kashmiri Pandits. Kashmir:
Exposing the Myth behind the Narrative challenges the
existing narrative. It exposes many fallacies used to
uphold this narrative and dissects the work of historians
that has sustained ahistorical perceptions over a long
period of time. By linking history to the present, the book
facilitates an understanding of the situation today.
The book is based on a weekly interview series titled
Business Leaders of Kashmir, published on Greater
Kashmir, a leading and the largest circulated English
daily of Indian-administered Kashmir. The interviews
have been conducted by Rabia Noor, former business
correspondent of the organization. The series features
success stories of Kashmiri people, who carved a niche
in business despite hiccups and emerged as leaders in
different spheres. In their interviews, the business
tycoons share their success mantra and narrate their
experiences in business. Besides discussing the status
of various sectors of economy in Kashmir, like trade,
industry, tourism, handicrafts, etc, they talk at length
about their ventures, their toil and labour, strategies,
achievements, role models, future plans and so on. The
book can, thus, serve as inspiration for the prospective
entrepreneurs.
1. Know your state’ series provides the entire
description of the state 2. Present edition on Jammu and
Kashmir & Ladakh has been divided into units 3. It
provides chapter wise Theory for thorough learning 4.
MCQs are provided for quick practice 5. Special section
for current Affairs for a quick look 6. The book contains
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detailed information on “Jammu and Kashmir & Ladakh”
along with latest current updates 7. Highly useful for
JKPSC and other state-level exams. The alluring natural
beauty, picture psyche sceneries and world class famous
handicrafts of Jammu and Kashmir & Ladakh, attract
many tourists towards these states. Aspirants who are
preparing for the JKPSC other state Civil exams must
have good general knowledge about the states. Enrich
yourself with the revised edition of ‘Know Your State –
Jammu and Kashmir & Ladakh’that is a one-stop
solution supported with the latest updates & figures. This
book provides detailed study material of History,
Geography, Economics, Politics, Art & Culture, Centre &
State Government of Jammu and Kashmir & Ladakh
states. Along with the Chapterwise information, there are
ample MCQs provided for the revision afterevery
chapters simultaneously. A special section is given to
Current Affairs that provides a quick look over recent
incidents. Housed with the best available resources,
prepare yourself with the complete general knowledge of
Jammu and Kashmir & Ladakh with this complete
reference book. TOC Current Affairs, Basic Information,
History of Jammu, History of Kashmir, History of Ladakh,
Formation of the State Jammu and Kashmir,
Physiography, Climate, Drainage System, Soils and
Minerals, Forest Resources, National Parks and Wildlife
Sanctuaries, Agriculture and Irrigation, Animal
Husbandry, Energy Resources, The Industrial Sector,
Transport and Communication, Tourism, Constitutional
Formation, Executive, Legislature, Judiciary, Panchayati
Raj, District Profile, Language and Literature, Art and
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Crafts, Folk Music and Dances, Fairs and Festivals,
Cuisines, Education and Health, Tribes and Tribal
Populations, Schemes and Programmes, Sports,
Awards, Famous Personalities, Demographic Profiles.
A passionate and committed account of Kashmir's
struggle for freedom and a study of its leading figure,
Syed Ali Geelani.
Militarism and Care in Kashmir
Daily Report
Near East & South Asia
The Making of Modern Kashmir
Handbook of Research on Citizen Engagement and
Public Participation in the Era of New Media
Dispatches from a valley under siege Since 1989,
Kashmir has rarely been out of the headlines, as local
militants, foreign terrorists and Indian security forces
battle it out in a region once known as `paradise on
earth'. In all the propaganda, and news and statistics
about terrorist strikes, counter insurgency operations
and the foreign hand, the human stories, however, are
often lost. In this book, journalist Humra Quraishi draws
upon her extensive travels in the Valley and
interactions with ordinary Kashmiris over two decades
to try and understand what the long strife has done to
them. She brings us heartrending stories of mothers
waiting for their young sons who disappeared years
ago, picked up by the army or by militants; minds
undone by the constant uncertainty and fear and
almost daily humiliation; old harmonies tragically
undermined by the atmosphere of suspicion; an entire
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generation of young Kashmiris who have grown up with
no concept of security; and individual families and a
whole society falling apart under the strain of the
seemingly endless turmoil
The book covers the monthly musings of the author
from the year 2011 to 2015 that got manifest as writeups in the daily Greater Kashmir, the daily Rising
Kashmir, the daily Kashmir Images, selected extracts
from some of the publications of the author, some
selected extracts from the blogs of the author etc.
These are topics of general interest and set up a new
trend in book formatting.
 This fourth comprehensive study of international
terrorist attacks covers 2017, during which the Islamic
State suffered continued reversals yet retained its
status as the most active, well-financed and well-armed
terrorist group worldwide. Organized by region and
country, the study covers domestic and international
incidents around the world, outlining significant trends.
The author offers several indicators of what to watch in
the coming years. The single-year format allows
readers access to the most up-to-date information on
terrorism, while geographic focus more easily
facilitates regional comparison.
In The Occupied Clinic, Saiba Varma explores the
psychological, ontological, and political entanglements
between medicine and violence in Indian-controlled
Kashmir—the world's most densely militarized place.
Into a long history of occupations, insurgencies,
suppressions, natural disasters, and a crisis of public
health infrastructure come interventions in human
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distress, especially those of doctors and humanitarians,
who struggle against an epidemic: more than sixty
percent of the civilian population suffers from
depression, anxiety, PTSD, or acute stress. Drawing on
encounters between medical providers and patients in
an array of settings, Varma reveals how colonization is
embodied and how overlapping state practices of care
and violence create disorienting worlds for doctors and
patients alike. Varma shows how occupation creates
worlds of disrupted meaning in which clinical life is
connected to political disorder, subverting biomedical
neutrality, ethics, and processes of care in profound
ways. By highlighting the imbrications between
humanitarianism and militarism and between care and
violence, Varma theorizes care not as a redemptive
practice, but as a fraught sphere of action that is never
quite what it seems.
World Religions and Islam
India, Pakistan and the Unending War
Facing China as a New Global Superpower
Domestic and International Dynamics from a
Multidisciplinary Angle
Current Events
Inside a 21st-Century Conflict

Since the emergence of civilization, man has been
marching in search of knowledge and wisdom.
Various research studies have been proposed
through education so that humanity, brotherhood
and harmony are wedded together. Education is
central for making life meaningful and purposeful.
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Education in India is provided by the public sector as
well as the private sector, with control and funding
coming from three levels: central, state, and local.
Takshasila was the earliest recorded centre of higher
learning in India from at least 5th century B.C. and it
is debatable whether it could be regarded a
university or not. The Nalanda University was the
oldest university system of education in the world.
Western education became ingrained into Indian
society with the establishment of the British Raj.
Since gaining independence, India has made
considerable progress in education with reference to
overall literacy, infrastructure and universal access
and enrolment in schools. This book covers a wide
range of important topics on the development of
education and ist progress at National level. The
author is extremely grateful to the number of authors
and scholars whose material has been consulted
and referred to in this book. The author would
heartily welcome and acknowledge quires,
suggestions and comments, both from the teachers
and the students for further improvement in the next
edition.
The ability of law enforcement agencies to manage
intelligence is key to fighting the war on terror, and a
critical foundation of intelligence-led policing is
proper analysis of the information gained. Terrorism
and Organized Hate Crime: Intelligence Gathering,
Analysis, and Investigations, Third Edition provides a
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methodical approach to analyzing
An authoritative, fresh, and vividly written account of
the Kashmir conflict--from 1947 to the present The
India-Pakistan dispute over Kashmir is one of the
world's incendiary conflicts. Since 1990, at least
60,000 people have been killed--insurgents, civilians,
and military and police personnel. In 2019, the
conflict entered a dangerous new phase. India's
Hindu nationalist government, under Narendra Modi,
repealed Indian-administered Jammu and Kashmir's
autonomous status and divided it into two territories
subject to New Delhi's direct rule. The drastic move
was accompanied by mass arrests and lengthy
suspension of mobile and internet services. In this
definitive account, Sumantra Bose examines the
conflict in Kashmir from its origins to the present
volatile juncture. He explores the global context of
the current situation, including China's growing role,
as well as the human tragedy of the people caught in
the bitter dispute. Drawing on three decades of field
experience in Kashmir, Bose asks whether a
compromise settlement is still possible given the
ascendancy of Hindu nationalism in India and the
complex geopolitical context.
The state of Jammu and Kashmir has gone through
some testing times. When terrorism was at its peak,
it was confronted with a strong will and iron resolve
by the people of the state who refused to get cowed
down. In their endeavour to challenge the forces of
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evil, people found vigorous support from fellow
citizens of the Indian Union and the security forces.
An unfortunate facet was the politics of opportunism
played out by some elements, who continue to
remain out of sync with the actual aspirations of the
people. This book revisits some of the main events
of this millennium that have been instrumental in
charting a new course for this trouble torn region. It
speaks of the spirit of the people, who defied all
odds for their right to live a life of freedom and
dignity as an integral part of a vibrant democracy. As
the book goes through various events, it provides
invaluable inputs for energetic debate on the future
course of action.
The Changing Language Roles and Linguistic
Identities of the Kashmiri Speech Community
Social Impact Of Militancy In Kashmir
Kashmir at the Crossroads
Jammu and Kashmir: The Tide Turns
White Man in Dark
Understanding the Socio-Economic, Cultural, and
Politico-Legal Environment
M. Ashraf has been writing a regular newspaper column for last
four years. The column known as Kashmir First has been
appearing every Sunday in Greater Kashmir, the leading
English daily of Srinagar. The article which are in the form of
commentaries on different topics connected with Kashmir are
also carried on his website: www.kashmirfirst.com so far he has
written more than 150 articles pertaining to politics, History,
Environment, Tourism, Adventure Tourism, and some
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miscellaneous subjects. The first volume contained mostly
articles about politics. The present book is the second volume in
the series which contains commentaries on some other subjects
like Tourism, History, and Environment etc. It is an attempt to
put together briefly some parts of the tragic story of Kashmir
for our younger generation who have been intentionally
deprived of our history, Both ancient & recent. The present
volume is to make people aware about various environmental
aspects and disseminate knowledge gained from experience on
different aspects of Tourism. It is hoped these commentaries
will generate interest among our youth to undertake proper
studies about our past as well as present. Without the
knowledge of one s past, a person feels rootless and can get
blown like a straw from place to place. It is also said that those
who do not learn from history are condemned to repeat it.
How has the valley of Kashmir, famed for its beauty and
tranquility, become the focus of a dispute with the potential for
nuclear conflict? How does the Kashmir separatist movement
challenge the integrity of the Indian state and threaten the
stability of a region of tremendous strategic importance? As
Pakistan and India square up for what may become a major
regional conflict, Victoria Schofield's timely book examines the
Kashmir question, from the period when the valley was an
independent kingdom to its current status as a battleground for
two of the world's newest nuclear powers: India and Pakistan.
Schofield now traces the origins of the conflict in the 19th
century and explains the serious issues that divide India and
Pakistan and assesses the military positions of both states as
their troops mass along the border.
This comprehensive worldwide study catalogs terrorist attacks
in 2018, during which the Islamic State continued its decline
from a quasi-government commanding territory the size of the
United Kingdom to a more traditional terrorist network
controlling just 1000 square miles. Yet IS still boasts 30,000
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adherents in Syria and Iraq, with many others awaiting plans
for attacks in their home nations. Organized by region and
country, this volume covers domestic and international
incidents around the world, outlining significant trends. The
author offers several indicators of what to watch in the coming
years. The single-year format allows readers access to the most
up-to-date information on terrorism, while geographic focus
more easily facilitates regional comparison.
Indian Journalism in a New Era
A Series of Sucess Stories
Mye?n Kath
Kashmir Diary
Aesthetics and Politics
My Musings (Part I)
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